This article introduces a new hybrid intake procedure developed for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) screening, which combines an automated textual assessment of respondents' self-narratives and item-based measures that are administered consequently. Text mining technique and item response modeling were used to analyze long constructed response (i.e., self-narratives) and responses to standardized questionnaires (i.e., multiple choices), respectively. The whole procedure is combined in a Bayesian framework where the textual assessment functions as prior information for the estimation of the PTSD latent trait. The purpose of this study is twofold: first, to investigate whether the combination model of textual analysis and item-based scaling could enhance the classification accuracy of PTSD, and second, to examine whether the standard error of estimates could be reduced through the use of the narrative as a sort of routing test. With the sample at hand, the combination model resulted in a reduction in the misclassification rate, as well as a decrease of standard error of latent trait estimation. These findings highlight the benefits of combining textual assessment and item-based measures in a psychiatric screening process. We conclude that the hybrid test design is a promising approach to increase test efficiency and is expected to be applicable in a broader scope of educational and psychological measurement in the future.
INTRODUCTION
Epidemiological research on mental illnesses such as posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) requires efficient methods to identify cases in large population-based samples (Shrout and Yager, 1989) because the diagnosis of the disorder is difficult to make and can involve expensive testing. A two-phase design can help on both accounts. The first phase involves a screening measure, meaning a more detailed diagnostic procedure needs to be administered solely to a selected subsample (Diamond and Lilienfeld, 1962; Shrout et al., 1986) .
Item-based self-report instruments are often considered efficient for PTSD screening, as they usually require short administration time and do not require the presence of a clinician (Wohlfarth et al., 2003) . Questionnaires such as the Trauma Assessment of Adults (Gray et al., 2009) , the Brief Trauma Questionnaire (Schnurr et al., 2002) , the Life Events Checklist (Gray et al., 2004) , and the Trauma Life Events Questionnaire (Kubany et al., 2000) all have psychometric support for evaluating exposure to potentiality traumatic events. In addition to trauma exposure screeners, abbreviated PTSD symptom screeners are frequently used to determine the need for more in-depth clinical interviews (Lancaster et al., 2016) . These include the Primary Care PTSD Screen (PC-PTSD; Prins and Ouimette, 2004) , the Short Form of the PTSD Checklist-Civilian Version (Lang and Stein, 2005) , the Trauma Screening Questionnaire (TSQ; Brewin et al., 2000) , and the Short Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Rating Interview (SPRINT; Connor and Davidson, 2001) . These instruments ideally contain the minimal number of items necessary for accurate case identification, have simple decision rules to determine who passes and fails the screening, and are applicable to populations with varying prevalence of PTSD and experiencing different traumas (see more in reviews by Brewin, 2005; Lancaster et al., 2016) .
As an alternative to such questionnaire-based screening, developed a computerized textual assessment system using text mining techniques, which was proved to be effective in analyzing open-ended writings regarding participants' trauma history and physical symptoms. The main idea was to analyze the respondents' textual input -the self-narratives describing traumatic experiences and impacts on their personal life to predict the risks of developing PTSD. In their study, the textual screening procedure resulted in a good agreement (82%) compared with a clinical structured interview in identifying the presence and absence of PTSD and yielded a higher sensitivity and positive prediction power than an itemized screening instrument.
With a growing body of research in learning patterns of language usage in psychiatric patients, textual input became recognized as an important additional source in the prediction of mental health (Pennebaker et al., 2003) . For instance, Pennebaker (2001) found that linguistic markers, such as the use of negativeemotion words, cognition words, and insight words, predicted the future mental health of college students who wrote about traumatic events. Alvarez-Conrad et al. (2001) defined the presence of words relating to death and dying as an indicator of treatment-resistant PTSD. Consequently, the analysis of respondents' textual input and linguistic elements might provide crucial information for understanding cognitive mechanisms associated with trauma and hold valuable potential to screen for and predict PTSD symptoms and subtypes. Properly developed technologies such as text mining are expected to help individuals to self-test and public health organizations to screen for possible mental health conditions and prompt further evaluation when warranted, potentially preventing disorders from becoming chronic, debilitating, and difficult to treat (Todorov et al., 2018) .
The focus of this study is to assess to what extent text mining techniques can be applied in the PTSD screening phase and to establish the extent to which they result in better estimates and better prediction of true diagnosis compared to the use of a questionnaire alone. Specifically, we propose a two-stage hybrid test design using a Bayesian approach to combine text mining and item response modeling in one systematic framework, where an automated score based on textual analysis serves as input for a prior distribution of a latent trait associated with PTSD that is measured by a number of questionnaire items using an item response theory (IRT) model (Rasch, 1960; Lord, 1980) . Bayesian methods are especially useful for the estimation of a hierarchical structure (refer to Mislevy, 1986; Zwinderman, 1991) , which allows extra prior information to be added into the measurement with the aim to increase prediction accuracy. Models developed in the Bayesian framework have been applied broadly in psychological and educational assessments. For instance, Matteucci and Veldkamp (2013) integrated students' background variables, such as scores obtained by the examinees from other tests, socioeconomic variables, and demographic variables as prior information to improve the accuracy of students' ability estimates (van den Berg et al., 2013) combined self-report and clinical interview data in a Bayesian approach to increase measurement precision in identifying schizotypal symptoms. However, the inclusion of textual assessments as prior information has been rarely described in the literature.
The purpose of this study is twofold: first, to investigate whether the combination model of textual analysis and itembased scaling can enhance the classification accuracy of PTSD, and second, to examine whether the standard error of estimates could be reduced through use of narrative as a kind of routing test. To examine the performance of our proposed method, we conducted a study to compare the estimates for a latent trait associated with PTSD with and without the use of a text mining score by means of three approaches: (1) an IRT-based test only, (2) textual analysis only, and (3) a combination of textual analysis and IRT-based itemized test including using the whole range of IRT-based items at one time and adding items adaptively starting from the one with the highest information, which is similar to the item selection procedure used in computerized adaptive testing (van der Linden and Glas, 2000) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample and Instrument
Data used in the current study were collected from 105 trauma survivors via an online survey embedded in an open forum that is dedicated to people with mental health issues. Before administering items from the survey, all the participants were asked to report whether they had been diagnosed as PTSD or non-PTSD by psychiatrists via structured interviews with standardized instruments. Cases with missing diagnoses were discarded in the present study. Participants were also informed that the objective of the research was to develop a more flexible intake procedure for PTSD diagnosis and were requested to give responses to all the questions following the instructions.
The online survey consisted of two parts: self-narrative writing and administration of dichotomous questions regarding PTSD symptoms. In the writing section, respondents were asked to write about their traumatic events and briefly describe the symptoms related to these experiences. Text length was recommended to be over 150 words, which was found as the average length of self-narratives input by PTSD patients in a previous study . In the item-based section, respondents were required to give compulsory answers to 21 items that were employed exactly the same in the National Comorbidity Study-Replication (NCS-R; Kessler et al., 2004 ) PTSD screening section. The NCS-R, conducted between February 2001 and April 2003 in the United States, is a nationally representative community household survey of the prevalence and correlates of mental disorders. These 21 dichotomous items (i.e., "yes" = 1, "no" = 0) one-to-one correspond to the PTSD symptoms that were defined in Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders Fourth Version (DSM-IV; American Psychiatric Association, 2000). The first two columns in Table 1 show the PTSD diagnostic criteria in the DSM-IV and their corresponding items that were used in the NCS-R as well as in this study.
Six of the 105 participants were excluded: Two reported they had never experienced traumatic events that were listed in the NCS-R, and four gave responses only to the item section but missed the writing section. This resulted in a total of 99 participants for the final set, among whom 34 were diagnosed as PTSD and 65 as non-PTSD. The sample had an age range between 19 and 63, with a mean of 30.06 (SD = 11.30). The majority of participants were female (78.4%). Over 90% participants had a higher educational background (i.e., college/university or above). 52.6% participants were reported as single, 40.2% were married, and 6.2% were divorced.
Procedure
To examine the performance of the hybrid test design, we estimated individuals' PTSD latent traits via three approaches: (1) an IRT-based test only, (2) text classification of self-narratives, and (3) combining textual analysis and IRT in a Bayesian framework. There were two analytic paths involved in the third approach: In one path, we combined the textual analysis with the whole set of 21 IRT-based items at a single time. In the other, we combined the textual analysis and the IRT latent scale in an The item parameters were estimated from unidimensional 2PL model on a sample of 880 respondents in the NCS-R. SE indicates the standard error of item parameter estimation. r indicates validity coefficients that are calculated as the correlation of total score with each criterion item.
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Approach 1: Using an IRT-Based Test Only
The IRT framework has been increasingly applied in psychiatric assessments in recent decades (e.g., van Groen et al., 2010; Weisscher et al., 2010; He et al., 2014b) . In contrast to the classical sum score methods, IRT models (Rasch, 1960; Lord, 1980) provide improvement and flexibility by scaling the difficulty of items and the latent trait level of people on the same metric. Namely, the severity of prescribed symptoms and the latent degree of individuals' mental illness are set on a common scale, and thus can be meaningfully compared.
In the first approach, we focused on applying an IRT model on responses to the 21 PTSD diagnostic items in the NCS-R without adding any prior information. We employed a set of fixed item parameters that were previously calibrated using a larger sample size of 880 respondents collected in the NCS-R (He et al., 2014b) . Note, however, that these 880 respondents gave responses to the questionnaire only, without any input by way of self-narratives. Given the objective of this study -examining the role of textual information in latent trait estimation to screen for PTSD, we had to collect a new sample of 99 respondents in this study who gave responses to both textual self-narratives and an itemized questionnaire, thus making it possible to combine both structured and unstructured data analysis in one framework.
In He et al. (2014b) , given that symptom domains defined by the DSM-IV were used to index a general level of PTSD severity, we first considered a unidimensional two-parameter logistic (2PL) model underlying responses to the 21 symptoms (i.e., all 21 items on a single dimension). Next, given that the major 17 symptoms (in criteria domains B, C, and D) are placed a priori into three separate criterion domains, we also considered a threedimensional IRT model where each domain was associated with a separate dimension. In addition, a special version of the 2PL model -the Rasch model or one-parameter logistic (1PL) model (Rasch, 1960) where the item discrimination parameter is simply fixed as one -was also considered, since such a model is often used in clinical applications as well (e.g., Wong et al., 2007; Elhai et al., 2011) .
In the unidimensional 2PL model, that is, the probability of a score in category "yes" (X ni = 1) of item i is given by the item response function
where θ n is the latent PTSD level of person n, β i is an item difficulty parameter representing the severity level of each diagnostic symptom, and α i is an item discrimination parameter indicating the extent to which the item response is related to the latent θ-scale. Note that in the Rasch model, the discrimination parameter α i is fixed as 1. In the multidimensional version of the 2PL model, the probability of a positive response depends on M latent variables, say θ n1 , . . . , θ nm , . . . , θ nM . In the multidimensional case, in eq. 1, the product α i θ n is replaced by
The dimensionality and model fit were examined using two steps: a likelihood ratio-statistic and an item-oriented Lagrange multiplier (LM) test. First, the likelihood-ratio test of the 2PL model against the Rasch model yielded a value of the test statistic χ 2 = 78.53, df = 16, p < 0.001, while the multidimensional model against the unidimensional 2PL model yielded a value of χ 2 = 37.41, df = 3, p < 0.001. It was concluded that the multidimensional model fit the data best, and the 2PL fit the data significantly better than the Rasch model. However, although using a more complex model generally results in better model fit, using a more parsimonious model might still lead to adequate data description.
To investigate this, a second approach was used. Under each model, item fit was evaluated using an LM item fit statistic (Glas, 1998 (Glas, , 1999 . These statistics can be used to evaluate the fit of the expected item response function given by Formula (1) to the observed item responses. Item fit was tested with a significance level of 0.01. For the Rasch model, the test was significant for six items, while no tests were significant for either the 2PL model or the multidimensional model. Further, the LM test statistic is accompanied by an effect size that measures the difference in observed and expected average item responses. For the 2PL model and the multidimensional model, these differences had the same magnitude. Hence, although a multidimensional IRT model fit the data better than 2PL in terms of the likelihood ratio test, it was not clearly superior in item fit. Therefore, the simpler unidimensional 2PL model was preferred over the more complicated multidimensional one. Consequently, the item calibration in the NCS-R was undertaken with the unidimensional 2PL model by marginal maximum likelihood (Bock and Aitkin, 1981 ) on a sample of 880 respondents in He et al. (2014b) .
Further, we calculated validity coefficients r to examine how strong each criterion weighed on the general trait of PTSD and check whether these external criteria could match the discrimination parameters derived from the 2PL that indicates the extent to which the item response was related to the latent θ-scale. The validity coefficient is a statistical index used to report evidence of validity for intended interpretations of test scores and defined as the magnitude of the correlation between test scores and a criterion variable. We calculated the validity coefficients as the correlations between the NCS-R test results and each criterion variable and reported the results in the last column in Table 1 . The larger the validity coefficient, the more confidence we can have in predictions made from the PTSD test scores. As shown in Table 1 , the discrimination parameters in the third column showed a high agreement with the validity coefficients in the last column: for instance, the highest discrimination parameter located in criterion C6, where the top validity coefficient 0.58 was also found in this item. Similar findings were also applied to the lowest values of these two variables such as in criterion E1 and C3. The evidence demonstrated that the item weighting from the 2PL could provide similar conclusions based on external criteria (i.e., validity coefficients) to get consistent results in identifying strong (weak) factors in the test.
To maintain consistency with the previous study (He et al., 2014b) , we fixed the calibrated item parameters in the current study. The fixed parameters and their standard errors were reported in the third column to the sixth column in Table 1 . As shown here, the discrimination parameters varied in the interval [0.78, 1.86], with a mean value around 1.32. The difficulty parameters were included in the range [−4.45, 1.22] , with a mean of −0.99. The respondents' latent traits were estimated by expected a posteriori (EAP) assuming a normal distribution.
Approach 2: Text Classification of Self-Narratives
Text classification is a special approach in the field of text mining, aiming to assign textual objects from a universe to two or more classes (Manning and Schütze, 1999) . Supervised text classification generally involves two phases: a training phase and a testing phase. During the training phase, the most discriminative keywords to determine the presence or absence of PTSD are extracted and the relationship between the keywords and class labels is learned. The testing phase involves checking how well the trained classification model performs on a new dataset. In the testing procedure, each new input is scanned for the keywords that were extracted from training, and the most likely label for each new self-narrative is predicted. developed a supervised text classification model for PTSD screening. In this study, 300 self-narratives, consisting of 150 written by PTSD respondents and 150 written by non-PTSD respondents, were used to develop a screening system. In a follow-up study (He et al., 2017) , four machine learning algorithms -including Decision Tree (DT), Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and a self-developed alternative, the product score model (PSM) -were employed in conjunction with five data representations -unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, a combination of uni-and bigrams, and a mixture of n-grams. Unigram is the simplest and most commonly used data representation model where each word in a document collection acts as a distinct feature. N-gram considers the interaction effect of two, three, or more consecutive words (Manning and Schütze, 1999) .
In He et al. (2017) , it was found that narrative classification accuracy was maximized with the PSM in conjunction with unigrams. Although the addition of n-grams (i.e., bigrams and trigrams) has not significantly enhanced overall classification accuracy, it did help balance the performance metrics of text classification and improve the reliability of prediction. Furthermore, slight prevalence effects were found in the overall accuracy of all four machine learning algorithms; however, a substantial increase of positive prediction value (PPV) was noticed with the increase of prevalence of PTSD. When the prevalence of PTSD was low, the SVM and PSM had good sensitivity and high negative predictive power. This suggested that these two models could perform well in excluding the individuals identified as non-PTSD from the follow-up tests. Further, in a comparison with the mean performance of traditional screening measures reviewed by Brewin (2005) , the SVM and PSM were shown to be more sensitive in detecting PTSD than the traditional screening measures, but their ability in detecting non-PTSD was a bit lower than the benchmark in clinical practice.
Because the PSM in conjunction with unigrams resulted in the highest agreement with the psychiatrists' diagnoses in clinical practice in the previous study (He et al., 2017) , we applied this approach in the present study. We used the top 1,000 unigrams that were identified as the most robust classifiers to distinguish PTSD from the non-PTSD in He et al. ( , 2017 . Among the 1,000 unigrams, in descending order of word frequency, the 10 unique words most used by the PTSD patients were "rape, " "flashback, " "fire, " "involve, " "avoid, " "incident, " "date, " "tower, " "men, " and "fault." The words "test, " "hardly, " "tumor, " "tight, " "excite, " "evil, " "pleasure, " "vision, " "frantic, " and "funny" were found to be the top 10 in the non-PTSD corpus . Analogous to the results obtained by Orsillo et al. (2004) in the research regarding emotion expressions of PTSD patients, the words favored by PTSD patients had relatively stronger negative semantic tendency no matter the lexical form: adjective, noun, or verb .
A preprocessing routine was implemented to standardize the n-grams for textual analysis, which was consistent with the previous studies (He et al., , 2017 . This involved screening digital numbers, deducting non-informative "stop words"
1 (e.g., "I, " "to"), common punctuation marks (e.g., ", " ":") and frequently used abbreviations (e.g., "isn't, " "I'm"), and "stemming" the rest of the words, using the Porter algorithm (Porter, 1980) , to remove common morphological endings. For example, the terms "nightmares," "nightmaring," and "nightmare" were normalized in an identical stem "nightmar" 2 by removing the suffixes and linguistic rule-based indicators (for more preprocessing rules refer to Manning and Schütze, 1999; He et al., , 2017 .
The PSM is an alternative machine learning algorithm to address the smoothing issue of NB using a form of Laplace's law (Laplace, 1995) . This model was validated in previous studies (He et al., , 2017 . Holding the similar independence assumption as the NB model, the PSM features assigning two weights for each keyword (in binary classification) to indicate how popular the keywords are in the corpora of self-narratives written by either PTSD patients (corpus 3 C 1 ) or non-PTSD patients (corpus C 2 ). The name product score comes from a product operation to compute scores for each class, that is, S 1 and S 2 , for each input text based on the term weights. To be consistent with the previous studies, we used the smoothing constant a = 0.5, which was added to the word frequency to account for words that did not occur in the training set but might occur in new texts (for more smoothing rules refer to Manning and Schütze, 1999; Jurafsky and Martin, 2009 ). The equation is,
1 The current study used the standard "English Stop Word List" (127 words) in Python Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK, Perkins, 2010) to deduct the noninformative words. 2 The stemming algorithm is used to normalize lexical forms of words, which may generate stems without an authentic word meaning, such as "nightmar." 3 A body of texts is usually called a text corpus.
where u w and v w are the number of occurrences of keyword w in both corpora C 1 (i.e., PTSD corpus) and C 2 (i.e., non-PTSD corpus), respectively. len(C) is the corpus length, namely, the sum of the word occurrences in each corpus. P(C) is the prior probability of a certain class in the whole corpus collection. The classification rule is defined as:
where b is a constant set as zero in this study. The reason was that in the previous study it was found during the PTSD textual screening procedure that the largest number of positive cases could be captured without unduly sacrificing specificity when the threshold was set at zero. The value of log(S 1 /S 2 ) was defined as the text score for each self-narrative (see also . For an easy comparison with the IRT scales, we standardized the text scores as Z ∼ N(0, 1) 4 .
Approach 3: Combining Textual Analysis and IRT in a Bayesian Framework
Textual analysis and item response modeling were combined in a Bayesian framework, where the text score of each self-narrative obtained in approach 2 was used as prior information. The posterior distribution of the latent PTSD level is proportional to the product of the prior and the likelihood, that is,
where x is the vector of responses to the questionnaire, y is the text score for each individual, g(θ|y)is the prior given the covariate of textual assessments, α and β are the fixed discrimination and difficulty parameters of items, p(x|θ, α, β) is the likelihood function of the IRT model. The relation between the PTSD latent trait θ of individual n and the text score y n is given by the linear regression
where b 0 and b 1 are the regression coefficients. The error terms are assumed to be independent and normally distributed as ε n ∼ N(0, σ 2 ) with n = 1, ..., N individuals. The assumption of a linear regression model is translated into a normal conditional distribution of θ n given the text covariate as
Formula (6) represents an informative prior distribution of the PTSD latent trait. For each individual, the estimation of latent trait was performed by using 5,000 Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) iterations with the burn-in of length of 1,000.
To determine whether the introduction of the prior distribution was effective, we compared the posterior distribution 4 In He et al. (2014b) , the IRT parameters were calculated by the marginal maximum likelihood method with the assumption that ability was in a standard normal distribution. The original ability scale was therefore also in a standard normal distribution. In other words, after fixing the IRT parameters, the resulting ability scores are on a standard normally distributed scale. Therefore we can normalize the text score on the same scale. of θ n in the combination model with the estimation from the IRT-based test only. Because the item parameters in the IRT model were fixed, the θ-estimates resulting from both of the IRTbased test and the combination model (use textual information as a prior) were on a common scale and thus could be compared.
Two investigations were conducted to analyze the efficiency of the combination model. The first was to combine the textual assessments with the full range of 21 items of the NCS-R questionnaire. The main purpose was to explore whether adding the text prior would significantly impact the accuracy of PTSD detection. The second investigation pursued the question of whether adding textual assessments to the questionnaire could result in a reduction of the number of items administered without sacrificing precision of the θ-estimates. Those items that provide peak information around the cutoff threshold are ideal for a shorter version of a mastery test (Thomas, 2011) . Since the target of screening is to make classification decisions, a natural choice would be to maximize information at the chosen diagnostic cutoff (for more about item information refer to Lord, 1980 ). In the current study, we employed the same cutoff point at θ = −0.15 that was derived from He et al. (2014b) to distinguish PTSD and non-PTSD using a larger sample size of 880 respondents collected in the NCS-R. As mentioned above, this study shared the same questionnaire scale and item parameters as He et al. (2014b) . This ensured the value of the cutoff point was comparable in these two studies. Further, the cutoff point derived based on a larger sample size was shown to be more reliable than a smaller sample size, so we kept the cutoff value consistent.
In He et al. (2014b) , three approaches were used to set the standard (i.e., obtain a cutoff point on the latent scale) to distinguish PTSD and non-PTSD. The first approach entailed finding the midpoint between the medians of the two distributions (Cizek and Bunch, 2007) . The second was the contrasting-groups method (Brandon, 2002) , which uses logistic regression to determine the latent score point at which the probability of category membership is 50%. Setting the respondent status as a dichotomous variable coded 0 = non-PTSD and 1 = PTSD, we entered the latent scores of all the respondents into a general logistic regression equation; that is, y * = a + bx, where y * is the predicted value of the outcome variable (respondent status) for a respondent and x is the respondent's observed score. Given y * = 0.5, the classification cutoff point for PTSD and non-PTSD groups could be obtained simply. The third approach used the Bayesian discrimination function, which minimizes expected risk. Using the zero-one loss function, the decision boundary becomes g i (x) = P(C i |x) =
, where P(C i ) is the prior probability (i.e., the prevalence of PTSD or non-PTSD in the total sample); p(x|C i ) represents the class likelihood (we assumed the latent trait scores have a normal distribution); and p(x) indicates the marginal probability of observation x. Given the assumption of normal distribution in both PTSD and non-PTSD groups, we could derive the cutoff point. Finally, we calculated the average of these three cutoff points based on the 21 items in the NCS-R and got −0.15 as the cutoff point on the latent scale.
Consequently, in the present study, we calculated the item information for all the 21 items at this derived cutoff point and ranked the items in a descending order, namely, starting from the item with the highest information to the least information (see Figure 1) . The items were ordered as following: C6, B5, C4, B3, C5, C2, D5, B2, B4, D3, D2, F2, C7, D4, D1, C1, B1, C3, F1, E1, A2. We started to examine the performance of a combination of the text prior and the most informative item -text prior with item C6 (i.e., "did you have trouble feeling normal feelings like love, happiness, or warmth toward other people?") versus using item C6 alone. The second informative item (B5) was then added in for the comparison of the next pattern. The procedure continued until all the 21 items were included. Both test information and standard error of θ -estimates were calculated for each pattern (i.e., with and without text prior) with an increasing number of informative items. Since textual assessment was suggested as a sort of complementary information to predict people's physical and mental health (e.g., Gottschalk and Gleser, 1969; Rosenberg and Tucker, 1979; Smyth, 1998; Franklin and Thompson, 2005) , the test information was expected to increase, and the standard errors were expected to decrease when text priors were added.
The performance of the three approaches was compared on five metrics: accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV). The diagnoses made in the structured interviews by psychiatrists were used as the true standard in the comparison. Accuracy, the main metric used in classification, is the percentage of correctly defined individuals. Sensitivity and specificity are the proportion of actual positives and actual negatives that are correctly identified, respectively. These two indicators do not depend on the prevalence in the sample (i.e., proportion of "PTSD" and "non-PTSD" of the total), and hence are indicative of real-world performance. The predictive values, PPV and NPV, are estimators of the confidence in predicting correct classification, that is, the higher predictive values are, the more reliable the prediction is.
RESULTS
For the sample of 99 participants, the latent trait estimation via approach 1 resulted in a normal distribution of latent trait levels θ n , with a mean value of −0.39 and variance of 2.31. The standardized text scores obtained from approach 2 resulted in a range [−2.92, 4.22] . In approach 3, the latent linear regression model given by Formula (4) and (5) was estimated using the item responses and the textual covariates. The intercept and slope coefficients were obtained as −0.41 and 1.44, respectively. The error term in the prior information (textual covariates) had a normal distribution with a mean value of zero and variance of 3.57. Hence, the informative prior distribution of the PTSD latent trait was defined as θ n |y n ∼ N(−0.41 + 1.44y n , 3.57). The correlations among the estimations from the three approaches are presented in Table 2 . It was noted that the correlation between the EAP of θ-estimates via approach 1 and the text scores estimated via approach 2 was 0.56, suggesting that there was a positive and moderate relation between the selfnarrative writing and the responses to the itemized questionnaire in the structured interview. This result reiterated the findings in the earlier studies that the words and expressions were capable of predicting one's mental health status. Table 3 shows the performance metrics of the three approaches. As we expected, the diagnostic accuracy rate was fairly high -0.94 -when using the 21-item questionnaire by the IRT alone, and was improved to 0.97 with an addition of textual assessment. It suggested that 6 out of 99 respondents were misclassified using the IRT scale alone, while the misclassification rate decrease to 3 out of 99 respondents when adding the textual analysis as prior information. Using a 95% confidence interval, the paired sample t-test showed that the mean of latent trait estimation (t = 3.86, df = 98, p < 0.01) and standard deviation of latent trait distribution both significantly differ with and without text prior (t = 3.70, df = 98, p < 0.01). That is, the extra information gained from the textual analysis helped the latent trait locate closer to their true value, which helped decrease the misclassification rate by 50%. Given concerns on only using the keywords as predictors to make the classification, the accuracy rate (0.84) produced by the textual assessment was satisfactorily high, although it was a bit lower than the other two approaches. The sensitivity and NPV were perfect for all three approaches, implying that both the IRT and the textual assessments were sensitive for identifying PTSD patients. With the introduction of textual assessment, the specificity and PPV rose to 0.95 and 0.92, respectively. It suggested that the textual assessment played an effective role in detecting non-PTSD and strengthened the power in identifying PTSD in the population.
We further examined the relationship between the standard error of the estimate of θ and the number of items with the presence or absence of text prior. We added in items into the analysis one by one following an adaptive way with a descending order of the item information, which was derived at the cutoff point introduced in the Figure 1 . As shown in Figure 2 , the horizontal axis indicates the number of items in the IRT model and the vertical axis indicates the average standard error of the latent trait estimation. The curve of standard error without using the text prior (i.e., the dash line), that is, using the IRT model alone via approach 1, starts around 1.6 and drops gradually to 0.68 when all the 21 items are included. The curve of standard error using a text prior (i.e., the solid line) follows a similar pattern but stays on a lower level than the dash curve. It starts around 1.4 (when the first item with the highest information was included) and ends around 0.65 (when all the 21 items were included). Using a 95% confidence interval, the paired sample t-test showed that the standard error of estimation with text prior was significantly lower than that without text prior (t = 3.86, df = 98, p < 0.01) when including the whole range of 21 items.
With the increasing number of items, the differences between these two curves decreased from 0.20 to 0.03. It suggested that the textual assessment did have an impact on the latent trait estimation, and the effect was more apparent when using fewer items. The red dotted line highlights the standard error when using 21 items without the text prior. It crosses the solid curve at 17 items, implying that with the introduction of the text prior, 17 items would be good enough to make the estimation as precisely as using the whole range of 21 items. That is, by using the text priors, the questionnaire length can be shortened by 4 items without sacrificing precision.
DISCUSSION
In this study, a new intake procedure for PTSD screening was developed that combined an automated textual assessment of patients' self-narratives and an itemized questionnaire. To determine whether the introduction of text information is effective, we identified PTSD cases via three approaches: (1) we estimated PTSD latent trait by using IRT on a standardized questionnaire, (2) classified patients' self-narratives into PTSD and non-PTSD groups by using a text mining technique, and (3) estimated the posterior distribution of PTSD latent trait by combining textual assessments and IRT in a Bayesian framework by both a linear and adaptive method. With the sample at hand, the results showed that the combination model enhanced the accuracy of PTSD detection from 0.94 to 0.97, reduced the standard error of latent trait estimation, and could shorten the questionnaire length by four items without sacrificing accuracy. In the current study, the diagnostic accuracy was already high (0.94) when using the itemized questionnaire alone (approach 1). However, a structured interview that generally employs questionnaires is time consuming in daily practice. The computerized textual assessment proposed in this study is relatively easy to conduct via the internet. The highly satisfactory detection accuracy rate (0.84) is promising for real application. Note that the threshold in textual analysis could be adjusted according to the requirements of the practioner, for instance, FIGURE 2 | The relationship between standard error of the estimate of θ and the increasing number of items with or without using text priors. The red dotted line indicates the standard error when using 21 items without text priors. It crosses the solid standard error curve at 17 items, meaning that by using the text priors, the test length can be shortened by four items. The order of items is ranked by a descending order of item information with the cutoff point that was derived in Figure 1. using a relatively lower threshold to include the maximum number of PTSD potential patients for the second step in an itemized questionnaire, or increasing the threshold to a higher value in order to precisely detect PTSD patients by the textual assessment alone . Given concerns of the cost-effectiveness of the screening at an initial stage, it would be interesting to combine these two approaches in a two-phase framework to reduce clinical expense and improve the accuracy rate.
Further, according to the results in the previous study of , the NPV of the textual assessments was satisfactorily high -0.85 -when the text classification algorithm PSM was applied in conjunction with unigrams. It meant that the textual screening tool was helpful in excluding the non-PTSD respondents from the follow-up tests. For the 99 sample in the present study, taking the 85% confidence interval, 53 respondents could be excluded from the further tests.
It is also worthwhile to discuss the cost-effectiveness of the hybrid test design that combined the textual analysis and item-based test. The results showed that using textual information helped save follow-up items. However, weighing the benefits of the text prior, we would also take the amount of time it takes to write self-narratives into account. On the one hand, from respondents' perspective, writing selfnarratives provides flexibility to express the individual's inner world and prevents being passively triggered by sensitive questions, even if the process might take longer than directly responding to the itemized questionnaire. On the other hand, from the practitioners' perspective, the procedure for item development is often time consuming and involves multiple steps (e.g., data collection, data cleaning, field trial, item parameter calibration, and examination of reliability and validity of a scale). Comparatively, textual analysis could substantially shorten scale-development time and simplify the procedure once the model is successfully trained and refined with different textual contexts.
In addition, structured textual analysis that usually involves tight structures from existing software, such as Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC; Pennebaker et al., 2001) , is a good supplement to the text mining-based techniques. LIWC is a textual analysis software program that looks for words and counts them in categories relevant to psychology across multiple text files, for instance, essays, emails, blogs, novels, and so on. It has two central features -the processing component and dictionaries. During processing, the program goes through each file word by word. Each word in a given text file is compared with the dictionary file. A dictionary refers to the collection of words that define a particular category such as "family, " "positive emotion, " and "work." In a pilot study based on 50 self-narratives, half written by a PTSD group and half by a non-PTSD group, it was found that the PTSD respondents used significantly more emotional words and expressions related to family. These results are interesting enough to be addressed in another paper in the future.
Some limitations in the present study also merit discussion. First, the sample size was rather small at only 99 participants. Second, it was notable that female respondents represented the majority (approximately 78%) in the sample, which was consistent with the proportion of females in the target sample of PTSD 5 in the NCS-R. Further, evidence has shown that females are associated with a higher risk for PTSD (e.g., Lancaster et al., 2016) . It would be interesting to examine whether the screening method (with text priors) plays an equal role in detecting PTSD in males and females, especially given concerns about the potential differences in their writing habits. Third, those in the sample had an unusually high level of education. This was probably caused largely by data collection being conducted on an internet platform. People with a higher educational background are possibly easier accessed via a web-based test than a less educated group (Naglieri et al., 2004) . It would be interesting to make a comparative study in the future to investigate whether demographic variables (e.g., age, gender, and education) could make an impact on the textual assessment and hybrid model.
Last but not least, since the data used in this study was collected via an online platform, special caution needs to be taken as far as the potential risk of fake information. We had invited at least two psychiatrists to check each self-narrative entry to ensure the input was reasonable and authentic and could be used in this study. However, how to validate the internet data before entering data processing would be an important topic. For instance, He et al. (2014a) introduced an approach to detect potential fake information on social media (i.e., Facebook) data collection via statistical models on person and item fit.
Prevalence of a condition is an important indicator when reporting the performance metrics of a screening method. Whereas sensitivity and specificity are independent of the prevalence of the disorder in the population, positive and negative predictive power are sensitive to population prevalence (Brewin, 2005) . In our previous study (He et al., 2014b) , we reported the possible prevalence as ranging from 5 to 50% and noticed that there was little difference in the accuracy of screening for PTSD using the PSM model when the range of prevalence was so large. It was also noticed that when the prevalence of PTSD in the sample was increased, the PPV increased as well. It meant that the confidence of correctly identifying PTSD also increased. In the current study, we note that both specificity and PPV increased when we used the hybrid model.
In summary, the current study presented a new trial in developing a hybrid model to combine textual assessment of patients' self-narratives and itemized questionnaire in detecting 5 Only people who had mental health problems or were screened as positively high potential into mental problems in the round 1 were included as a target sample of PTSD in the NCS-R. mental illness. Its aim was to reduce the respondents' burden and clinicians' workload. Adding textual prior information, detection accuracy could be enhanced and test length could be shortened. The results demonstrated that the combination of a textual assessment and an IRT-based questionnaire is a promising approach to increase cost-effectiveness in PTSD diagnosis and is expected to be applicable in a broader scope of both (online) screening and psychiatric diagnosis as well as other psychological and educational assessments in the future. Further, with the rapid development of computer-based assessments, more data could be captured during the assessment process. The use of timing data as well as action sequences, keystrokes (e.g., type in and delete), and other process-related information hold promise for contributions to the advancement of screening methods in future research.
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